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Foreword   by Terry Melvin

In my role as priest and psychologist, I have always been 
interested in stories. Both in formal and informal settings, 
storytelling is a rich activity of human life. We love to hear 
stories as much as we like to tell stories. Storytelling occurs 
around the kitchen table, in the counselling room, down at 
the local pub, in the doctor’s surgery, at Sunday church or 
before bedtime. We spend hours of our lives reading books, 
watching TV or going to the movies. Life is story as much as it 
is about telling stories. Not only do we have our own personal 
stories, as members of a community or society we have our 
collective stories – ancient myths, social history, sacred text, 
all of which shape both our collective identities as well as our 

own individual identities.
Another rich aspect of human activity is the way we are engaged in 

making meaning of life’s circumstances. We take the good times and bad, 
the celebrations and tragedies, and arrange them into personal or collective 
narratives that help us make sense of those events in the context of our lives. It 
is through storytelling that we give meaning to the complex array of experiences 
that make us who we are. Such narratives are a living thing. They shift and 
change with each new experience and the significance we assign to them.

Personal stories, biographical or autobiographical, have the capacity to 
inspire or console, challenge and motivate, to give life and energy. However 
some stories, particularly those we tell ourselves, can be self-serving or 
destructive. So often the stories we carry in our heads can limit our potential and 
distort the perception of who we are. Much of the work in the therapeutic context 
is about addressing the distortions and limitations of personal stories, created 
by us or imposed on us by others. One of the benefits of sharing our personal 
stories is that we can check the accuracy of the story against the background of 
those who may see us in a different light. 

It is through storytelling that we give meaning to the
complex array of experiences that make us who we are.

There is something very therapeutic in having our story witnessed by others, 
particularly when we tell our stories in safety and open ourselves to a response 
from those with whom we share. This feedback can reshape our story and provide 
us new understanding about ourselves and the world we inhabit. So often our 
lives, our self-perceptions are skewed in a way that ignores other realities that are 
equally or more important than those we continually replay in our heads.

Stories need an audience. Storytelling is a two-way exchange. It is a rich 
medium through which we connect with one another. Listening to another’s 
story assists us to gain a broader perspective on the rich diversity of life. 
Perceptions shift and we come away with a new understanding of the world we 
share. How often in listening to someone’s story, memories are awakened and 
we can identify with the story telling. In this exchange questions arise and we 
are invited to reflect upon our own lives. Through an encounter with another’s 
story, we gain a new insight about ourselves or new appreciation of the other.

This collection of stories is an important contribution to men’s collective 
storytelling. We need more stories from men about their experiences and their 
attempts to make sense of their world. Not the stories of bravado and derring-
do, but stories of vulnerability, struggle and resilience; stories that reflect the 
values of healthy manhood.

This collection of stories is an important 
contribution to men’s collective storytelling.

Contemporary men have come in for much criticism over the last thirty or 
so years. Some of it is justified and appropriate. However those stories, while 
appropriate, have given rise to a social discourse about men that is at times 
negative and unbalanced. A review of newspaper articles by McNamara in 2006 
revealed that 70% of media portrayals of men were negative. I suspect not 
much has changed since that time. We hear about the predatory behaviour of 
some men; stories that pathologise men as poor help seekers and uncaring 
about their health. We hear more stories of men who are violent to partners, the 
deadbeat dads, and men who are inadequate in relating.

We have seen enormous social change in the last fifty years. With it has 
come a focus on gender roles, leaving in its wake an unease about current 
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expressions of masculinity and doubt about the old ways of being a man. As the 
opportunity for reformation presents itself, we need to hear stories from men 
that inspire and present us with images of masculinity appropriate to this age. 
We need to hear more stories about vulnerability and resilience when faced with 
difficult experiences such as separation, losing one’s job or dealing with illness 
and aging. We need stories from fathers about the joy and heartache of being a 
parent. We need stories of men who are sensitive to the needs of women. We 
need stories from older men and the struggles that come when their bodies fail.

We need to hear more stories about vulnerability and resilience ...
We need stories from fathers about the joy and heartache 
of being a parent.

Being privy to many stories in the counselling room I know that men have a 
richer inner life that often does not get revealed because of the social constraints 
we place on one another. Vulnerability is a no go area and as a result emotional 
connection with other men is often difficult or to be avoided. However when 
crisis moments or difficult transitions are shared the isolation men experience at 
such moments is broken. Stories from older men that contain the wisdom they 
have accumulated can help mentor younger men and ease the uncertainty of 
transition into manhood. This can be a lonely journey when fathers and male 
mentors are silent about their own journey. If there was a greater sharing of 
stories on this level there may be far better integration for younger men of the 
complex array of values, expectations, attitudes and practices that are deemed 
appropriate to healthy male culture.

Thankfully men are stepping up and sharing their stories. This story 
booklet is another moment of courage.

Terry Melvin, MAPS, establishing manager of MensLine Australia

Introduction  by Akiva Quinn & Tony Gee

We have been lucky enough to work with men and fathers for many years. From 
individual work to group-work focusing on parenting and family relationships, and 
through the development of the DadsLink program for Dads, kids and families 
since 2007, we have been part of a myriad of conversations, discussions and 
stories that have been aired and shared between men. 

The depth, intimacy and richness of these personal stories always struck 
us as something that should be shared with a broader audience, and out of this 
grew the idea of this project. With the help of some others, including Terry Melvin 
and Dean Mason, we brought together a group of fathers who wished to explore 
and capture some of their life experience in writing. This has been an interesting 
and enriching experience for all involved. In a number of instances we found 
that the very act of telling and writing the story, of giving it creative expression in 
this way, gave the story a new or deeper meaning. It also underlined the power 
of creativity and the capacity of storytelling within a supportive community to 
help with personal reflection and with healing. 

The aim of this booklet is quite simple. It is to give a more public voice 
to a range of stories about fathers and fatherhood. This story collection is also 
themed to an extent, as the diversity of what we could capture was so great. The 
themes explored here are in general about relationships, father to child, child to 
father and as partners. There are also a few ‘outliers’, which shed light on some 
general life experiences as well as a few ‘perspectives’ pieces, intended to set 
some of the content within a broader framework of experience. 

The stories in this collection reflect on a whole range of experiences from 
the perspective of fathers who describe aspects of their lives and tease out the 
emotions in different situations. Our hope is that readers will relate to these 
stories, perhaps identifying in some cases with the storytellers, their insights or 
perspectives, and feel encouraged and supported in their own lives. 

The first section is titled Love & Connection to highlight the many 
situations and family types in which fathers celebrate and enjoy their roles as 
“Dad”. Each of these stories, indeed every story in this collection, focuses on 
the strongly felt love and identity forming connection between fathers and their 
children.



The stories about Generations provide fathers, and everyone, with the 
opportunity to ’look back’ at earlier times and consider the evolving expectations 
about fatherhood, reflect on the importance of memory, time and fatherhood in 
our own families, and share the imaginative moments with those storytellers 
who ‘look forward’ and express their future desires for their children.

The stories on Loss & Hope include personal accounts of bereavement, 
estrangement from or reduced time with children, and adjusting to having a child 
with a disability. They convey some of the emotional difficulties involved in what 
are perhaps almost ‘unimaginable’ circumstances for many. These reflections 
show how some fathers have responded to these challenges, worked through 
their feelings while keeping the focus on their children’s – and their partner’s – 
needs, grieved and still found ways to hold onto hope despite great adversity. 

Our special thanks to Terry Melvin, who led the first DadsLink evening for 
men’s storytelling, and Dean Mason for their expert facilitation of storytelling 
workshops from which flowed many of the stories that appear in the Dad’s 
Stories booklet you are reading.

Most importantly, we acknowledge and applaud each of the contributors 
for their courage and honesty – and the trust they have placed in us – in sharing 
their personal experiences.

We hope you enjoy these stories. Akiva Quinn & Tony Gee, DadsLink 
Co-facilitators

DadsLink hosts monthly Dads Gatherings to provide a forum where fathers 
can meet and share their experiences or concerns on parenting, relationships or 
life issues. This booklet is therefore, in a sense, also a broadening of the ‘talking 
circle’ or ‘story circle’ from Dads Gatherings, and the fireside or other weekend 
camp conversations at the Dads & Kids Camps organised by DadsLink twice a 
year. Read more about DadsLink here: http://www.victoria.ymca.org.au/dadslink 

DadsLink is a community development partnership between Relationships 
Australia (Victoria), YMCA Victoria and the Life Is… Foundation.

The views and opinions expressed in this booklet are those of individual 
contributors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the supporters of 
the DadsLink program.
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I Love You Liam   by Sam K.

I love you Liam. Being in my life has changed me since you were born. 
It has forced me to think of someone else to be responsible to in a way 
I’ve never felt before. No handbook, no instructions, you are my first and 
boy I’m glad your smile, laughter and now language and conversation 
confirm for me that I’m doing ok by you.

Please know that I cherish you. Your smile lights my kingdom, your 
conversation gives me warmth, and your laughter takes my pains away. 
Your presence is valued always.

Your smile lights my kingdom, 
your conversation gives me warmth...

Last weekend we went on a camping trip together for the first 
time. I was so keen to have this be a great experience for you. I was 
so keen to try out new adventures with you. Do you know that I haven’t 
been camping since my high school years?! Yet when I heard of the 
opportunity, my medical and health conditions took a back seat and I 
wanted, needed to do this with you. I don’t know really who this was for. 
I say it was for you in the first instance. Then I think a little more and 
realise it was for me, more so. The chance to be a bloke for and with you 
on a weekend with new experiences for you.

I’m glad we did camp last weekend. You were so happy and learnt 
new things, made new friends and enjoyed the company of others and 
mine. I certainly enjoyed your company. You offered your thoughts of 
the weekend as it progressed and I knew that you were happy, which 
made me happy, pleased to know that this was a positive experience.

I’m so glad that we spend significant time with each other. It gives 
me the chance to let you grow and develop. I love that we now have a 
routine at home that works, and extracurricular activities that engage 
you. Swimming, drama, football are already set in motion. Today you 
brought a form home for music lessons; you advised me that your 
favourite option is keyboard. I already knew this but what I enjoy most 
is that you come to me with confidence and declare your intentions. 

I will try to accommodate your requests (not enough of the details to 
confirm yet) because I’ve already seen your keenness with keyboards 
previously.

Oh how I want the world for you! Not on a silver platter, not in 
that fashion. More of the person to be who can make that happen for 
themselves, I guess those that earn that position. For example, at 
camp you asked the father that shared our bunk room for his home 
phone number so that you can catch up with his son. All you requested 
from me was pencil and paper. I had no idea that that was what you 
would do next! That makes me very proud 
of you, not needing permission to make a 
request that didn’t step on anyone’s toes. 
I think you’ll go far in this world and I’d like to 
believe that in some small ways I helped you 
form strong, powerful and positive opinion of 
yourself. Why not?! The world really is your 
oyster!

I know that you look up to me for many 
things in your life. You ask a lot of questions 
that show me you are engaged in life. You 
seek comfort with me when things don’t 
quite go as planned for you. You come to 
me when you are hurt. I think you see me 
as a confident source of information. I’d like 
to think that I am a rock for you, centred and 
strong, able to survive with you. This makes 
me check myself often, wondering if I am 
that person for you.

What I come up with is this; I am flexible 
enough to know when to stand firm and when to be adaptable. A lot of 
love every day for you and a little bit of tough love when needed. All to 
provide, nurture and care for you to become a great person for yourself 
and for others. Not a stiff, immovable rock that has no flex, but a person 
who can be strong and adaptable.

Hopefully these are qualities you take on for yourself. I think that 
is a great way to live a life. Love, Sam.

Love & Connection
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Alejandra:
All my Being         by David A.

The presentation story I will be writing about is the Colour Box Studio in 
Footscray – it’s a “pop-up shop”.

Alejandra and I volunteered there – it formerly was a tattooist studio.
I myself lived there once also when her mother and I split. Back then it 

was a pub, “The Nic” on Nicholson Street, Footscray.
Alejandra and I attended a volunteer day. We started hanging 

streamers around the place, then we were assigned to hang up information 
posters about Colour Box, then Alejandra was asked if she wanted to make 
badges. She was like “Yes!” So she started learning how to do that. I assisted 
doing odd jobs and socializing with fellow brethren. When I have Alejandra 
during the week it is my special time with her.

At first it was not easy finding activities to do with her. I suggested 
the library where we look at books, have quiet time and talk about the day’s 
events and also laugh. As my time with Alejandra goes very quickly, from 
3:30 to 7:30pm, we also found a few good eateries like Lentil as Anything or 
a Vietnamese restaurant.

Out of all the places we have met really nice 
interesting people at Colour Box. They are caring, 
genuine, sometimes kids are there that Alejandra plays 
with and knows.

So all and all I feel a special connection with Colour 
Box Studio as I lived there during my sad times though 
I go there now and it’s a new page in the book as now 
it’s a shop selling crafts, trinkets, earrings, bracelets, it’s 
colourful and bright.

The people are welcoming. We are like family 
when we spend our time there.

I feel that Alejandra and I are bonding more and 
communicating much more. My relationship with her is 
meaningful and happy. I am a proud father. 

Bringing up a Ballerina             by Bruce S.

Let me start by saying I am the proud father of an eight year old 
ballerina in training. She has appeared on public billboards and won 
a scholarship. She likes pink, frilly things and is exceptionally creative. 
We love each other to bits.

She likes pink, frilly things...
We love each other to bits.

Sounds great doesn’t it?
Let’s delve into the reality of the situation.
Such a special ballerina needs to practice. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

Thursdays, Saturdays and the occasional Sunday. And that practice 
pays off. She has poise, flexibility and self-confidence aplenty. However 
it limits the dinner dates and overnight stays she has with me. It comes 
down to ensuring that all time spent together is quality time, time that 
makes every shared moment special.

As for the pink thing, well, walking through a major shopping 
centre with arms full of pink frilly clothing generates 
the occasional odd look. Well maybe more than a 
few. Mothers smile smugly and fathers sigh and are 
thankful it isn’t them. I am careful not to overspend. 
Buying my ballerina’s love or spoiling her rotten is a 
fine line that should never be crossed. I know next 
time I see her that her eyes will light up as she dashes 
off to her bedroom to get changed, followed by an 
impromptu fashion show that will make any other look 
I received while shopping fade into insignificance.

As for being creative... My daughter has the 
master bedroom, not because she is a princess 
(though she is), but because it is big enough to 
split into a sleeping area and an arts and crafts 
workshop. Workshop is probably too small a term for 

Love & Connection
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her collection that could supply a primary school art-room for a year. 
Suddenly pipe cleaners, egg cartons, googly eyes and all manner of 
odds and ends get thrown together into a mobile with multiple creatures 
hanging off the end. Then off to the yard wearing one of my old T-Shirts 
and the splash of colour brings everything to life.

After she goes back to mum, I hang the mobile with other 
mementos she has shared with me. Memories that will tide me over 
until I hear her cry “Dad!!!” and wrap her arms around me.

Memories that will tide me over until I hear 
her cry “Dad!!!” and wrap her arms around me.

So, as a Dad, remember these three points:
1) Every moment with your children is precious.
    Quality over quantity.
2) Don’t buy their love, nor spoil them rotten.
3) Always treasure the memories they provide.

Learning to Bounce   by David S.

Like many people, I went through a particularly traumatic divorce and 
like many affected in this way I wear the scars of those events.

It’s very tempting to wallow in it all and long for something that 
will never be. I decided at the end of my legal proceedings that it was 
far more important to move forward and rebuild. As Nido Qubein wrote, 
“Your present circumstances don’t determine where you can go, they 
merely determine where you start”. 

I owed it to myself and others to find a way of healing. 
For me I wanted two things: to have a healthy relationship with 

someone and to have more children – something I felt very short-
changed in – I had only had one son in my first marriage. 

At the beginning of my separation, I remember sitting in a hotel 
room and creating some bullet points in my head about the type of 
person I’d like to meet – the qualities that I had missed out on my first 
marriage. 

At some point I was fortunate enough to meet someone who 
ticked those boxes (and still does) and who I wanted to spend the rest 
of my life with. We got married in December 2011 and five months later 
had the stork deliver my second son. 

So having two children from two different mothers with a nine year 
age gap between them has become both challenging and fulfilling. I call 
him my little bundle of therapy. 

In my first marriage I was the main breadwinner and saw my son 
less than ideal. This time around I’m playing the househusband. I run 
my own small business from home, manage the house and look after 
the boys (I have the eldest nearly half time and look after the younger 
one 4 days a week). 

Most of what happens is pretty predictable and routine but what 
is special is the relationship between the two boys. Given the age 
difference (nine years) you might think they would be disinterred in 
each other but nothing could be further from the truth. These two have 
developed a very special bond. When my eldest is around my youngest 

Love & Connection
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doesn’t want anyone else and when I speak to him is always asking how 
his younger brother is. 

They can go off to play together and you can hear them laughing 
and giggling from the other side of the house. 

But a lot of this didn’t happen by default and I have to say that my 
wife and I have worked hard to create an inclusive environment. 

My older son also wanted a baby brother and as luck would have 
it wishes do come true…That is the outcome so far but a lot of work has 
gone into it. 

My eldest did initially have mixed feeling about sharing the time 
he has with his Dad. On the one hand as he said to me one day, “I’m 
the only kid in the school that doesn’t have a brother or sister” but on 
the other hand, given that he had me exclusively for such a long time 
sharing his time with me, it was going to be hard. 

So both my wife and I consciously worked hard to involve him 
in the pregnancy. We told him very early in the piece, he came to 
ultrasounds, he helped choose and buy things for the baby, we shared 
with him the stages that the baby was at and most importantly he helped 
choose the baby’s names.

My relationship with each of my boys is different. I love spending 
time with my eldest because we can chat about stuff and do semi adult 
things and I love my time with my youngest because I get to see him 
beginning his life with fresh eyes. 

My philosophy is these two are brothers for life and they need 
to take care of each other because the world can at times be a harsh 
place. 

So the only question is will the stork come back and visit us again.

Fatherhood   by Stephen K.

My name is Stephen and I’m 43 years old; my wife and I have a son 
named Joshua who is 4 years old and a little girl called Zoe who is 1 
year old.

I love my wife and my kids; I know I’m not always 
the best husband or father in the world but I do try hard. 
To be honest I do question my ability all the time to be 
a good father and husband; it is like a roller coaster 
where one minute you think you are doing a good job 
and then the next minute you are not sure and question 
your ability. It is a tough job and in a way sometimes 
you need to fly by the seat of your pants.

I’m always trying to build my skills and have attended courses to 
build up my skills as a Dad including DadsLink, Pit Stop, Tuning in to 
kids and a Dad’s cooking course. I try to involve Joshua in the cooking 
process and will include Zoe when she gets a little bigger, from going to 
the shops to get the ingredients to getting Josh to assist me to cook up 
the meal. I really enjoy cooking as you get great results from your efforts 
and as my wife says, it is good for the kids to see Dad cooking.

it is good for the kids to see Dad cooking

I’m trying to have a mutually supportive relationship with my wife, 
I travel a lot with work so I’m away during the week but love to see my 
wife and kids when I return and try to assist and help with taking the kids 
to kinder or day care or to parties.

What I love about being a Dad is spending time with my kids and 
doing little things from sitting down and building large buildings or cars 
out of building blocks or playing trains or tracks.

I also enjoy very much taking my son and daughter to SaturDads 
that is a Saturday morning playgroup for Dads and kids, also we have 
been on camps with other Dads through DadsLink. It was great to see 
Joshua having a ride on the flying fox, go for a row in a boat and running 

Love & Connection
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around with all the kids and generally having a great 
time. It was funny 
when the kids called him “the little boss” while he was 
telling them all what to do, especially when he was the 
youngest kid on camp.

I enjoy interacting with my children and other 
Dads, having a laugh, chasing my son and daughter 
around the house and then catching them and giving 
them a tickle.

I enjoy interacting with my children ... chasing 
my son and daughter around the house and 
then catching them and giving them a tickle.

I love reading books to them, some of the books 
I know off by heart we have read them so many times; 
it seems to not matter how many books you read it is 
never enough and that is great. I would read to them 
until they are 20 or older if they wanted to listen to the 
stories, I love it so much.

I lost my Dad 4 years ago and I miss him so 
much; I’m so happy my son got to meet him and that 
my Dad saw me get married. I think about my Dad a 
lot and the great childhood I had with my Mum and 
Dad. I just can’t believe how quickly kids grow up. 
I just hope so much that my kids look back on their 
childhood with great memories – if that happens I will 
be a very happy Dad.

Dad’s Unconditional Love by Yoni A.

I am Yoni. Thirteen months ago I became a father of a son. We 
called him Isaac, which means “Laughter”.

I love my family and since we have had Isaac our thinking of the 
world has changed and Isaac has been a great source of happiness to 
the family. When I was a child, no matter how much I yelled and stomped, 
I knew my Dad loved me, and I want to be the same kind of Dad to 
Isaac. I want him to understand that my love for him is unconditional.

I try to build my skills in parenting by reading and talking to other 
parents. And, of course, my wife Mieraf is a BIG part of parenting. I 
would not survive parenthood without her!!

I have had to make a long journey away from my parents in 
Ethiopia to find safety and order in my life. In many ways I have done 
this for you Isaac. Hopefully you will never 
have to experience this.

It takes me half an hour to build a Lego 
Tower; it takes Isaac five seconds to demolish 
it. I rebuild it and you destroy it again. Over 
and over we play this game. I read with Isaac 
and we sing. Twinkle Twinkle Little Star is his 
favorite.

Now my sister and my nephew are 
living with us, and Isaac has learnt to share 
with his cousin.

I watch my son fall asleep in my arms 
and I feel a sense of wonder at this beautiful 
child, and the great gift he is to me.

Thank you God, for making me a father.

Love & Connection
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I’ve had the Greatest Day      by Elliot H.

It went so smoothly I almost didn’t notice it.
First, I drove my two boys to school. It’s a hectic period, but it 

went well; reasonably drama free.
Then I headed off to do some work whilst having a coffee at 

the local cafe. I suddenly remembered my three year old was doing 
a ballet class this morning, and I’d never actually seen her in action.

I decided I’d meet her and her Mummy there to see her give 
it a go.

There she was, dressed in her pink ballet dress. I almost burst 
with pride watching her head into class, so confident and ready.

The room setup is such that the parents can’t really watch. So 
I stood on the stairs overlooking the dance floor. She was sooooo 
cute.

The dance teacher told me that the other girls are competing 
to be her friend.

I even had a nice little uninterrupted chat with my wife while 
we waited.

So then I went to work, full of happy images of my three year 
old in pink.

I went to work, full of happy images 
of my three year old in pink

Later in the day I picked up my five year old from school. I 
watched as he put on his ‘outside shoes’ (he still had his red ‘inside 
shoes’ on; that’s the school’s way of keeping the carpets cleaner I 
guess).

He picks up the yellow shoes and tries to put them. Only 
problem is he still has his red shoes on.

“Help, I can’t get my shoes on!” he cries, with a totally serious 
face. There are three other kids around, and they start cracking up 

with laughter. My son just keeps his straight face. He’s this natural 
Jim Carrey, with the lateral thinking of a Da Vinci. 

I take him home, and my thirteen year old arrives home soon 
after. She looks flustered. She has a lot on. Works at a local salon, 
trains in judo, loves cooking, and getting top marks at school. She’s 
about to start a sewing class.

I try to send her positive thoughts of how much I adore her, 
but she’s not in the zone to pick them up properly. Oh well.
Then I head off to pick up my eight year old from his school (different 
schools for different needs).

My little mate comes out of his class looking totally in charge. 
As we head home, I tell him how brilliant he was last night during 
the crazy extra-curricular activities. His mum was out, so it fell to 
me to navigate, and he was a great ‘second in command’.

“Mate”, I began, “I was thinking about how good you were last 
night. Maybe I could reward you with a special night out. We could 
go out and have a ‘parma, just you and me. We can have a boys’ 
night.”

“Cool”, he says. We get back home, and I drive my thirteen 
year old to her sewing class. She’s still in a little bit of a funk, but 
she’s trying to get above it.

I drop her off – with the full knowledge she will finish this 
sewing class having created something special. She does it every 
day. She blows my mind.

I do some more work, and drop into my mother’s house.
My (almost four year old) nephew is there with his granny. He 

sees way too little of his Dad, much to my immense frustration. So 
I make sure I have a few moments with him.

He’s wired to the extreme, a true boy on a mission, but 
whenever I hold him I find him to be very calm.

As I scoop him up in my arms he tells me about his day. He 
has the cutest chubby cheeks I’ve ever seen.

Then it’s time for the boys’ night out. Just me and my eight 
year old.
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The moment he sits in the car, it’s like he’s shining amongst the 
lack of noise. Normally, with four kids, there is strong competition 
for attention. Now he can command it with ease. He slips into the 
role with complete relaxation.

Normally, with four kids, there is strong competition
for attention. Now he can command it with ease.

And I enjoy just listening to him talk. And talk. And draw. And 
write. And chat.

It’s like he’s a new child. Only he’s not. I’m just seeing him 
anew without all the chaos of my busy life getting in the way.

On the way back from our 
dinner, we stop outside a Holden car 
dealership. It’s all closed up, but he 
loves just walking around looking 
at the cars. It’s such a joy having a 
boy! I admire the new VF Holden, as 
I reflect on how little all the material 
things really mean.

The best things in life really are 
free.

Back home it’s time for my three 
year old to go to bed. Mummy heads 
to the boys, whilst I get bubbies to 
myself.

“Be the doctor”, she says. 
Doctors and nurses really is a cliché 

that somehow lives on! I check her pulse, her ears, her eyes, and 
even when it’s pretend she’s the perfect patient.

I take her to bed, and she says, “Just be the doctor one more 
time”.

So I put my hands on her cheeks. “Yes”, I say, “you definitely 
do have ticklish cheeks”. I gently squeeze them, and she giggles.

Later on her mum gives me the ultimate compliment. Bear 
in mind, my three year old very often prefers her Mummy to her 
Daddy.

But my wife casually says to me literally as I’m writing this 
reflection on parenting:

“Baby went off happily to bed with Daddy tonight.”
As I’m watching the television show ‘Offspring’, it has a few 

scenes of babies being delivered. It also has one of the characters 
living a life as 
a new Dad. He’s a previously irresponsible, free and easy kind of 
guy. Now he’s stepping up to the challenge and doing a great job. 
The character is so relaxed.

Deep down, I know he’s only acting a part. But he’s very 
convincing in the role.

It hits me how much I wish I was this relaxed when I had my 
first baby. I get hit with a pang of guilt that I wasn’t better.

Then the image of my very confident eight year old flares up 
in my mind, and I breathe a sigh of relief that he ‘survived’ being my 
child … so far, anyway.

I realise that tonight is actually a gathering of Dads. I always 
enjoy going. But I’ve missed it because I forgot to check the evening 
part of the calendar. One of the topics we discussed was capturing 
our stories of parenthood.

this incredibly simple day of being a Dad is what I 
want to capture before tomorrow arrives and I forget.

Every time I’ve tried to write something, I came up blank.
Suddenly, it hits me that this incredibly simple day of being a 

Dad is what I want to capture before tomorrow arrives and I forget.
My wife wants to know what the heck I’m writing. “It sounds 

like War and Peace” she says.
I reply, albeit offhandedly, that everything I’m writing is thanks 

to her.
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Julia & Josie                by Theo G.

You are everything to me
The meaning of life
When I look in your eyes I see the women that you’ll be
Our two visits per week are precious
I can’t live without them

You are jovial and creative
With an inner fighting spirit
You keep me on my toes with your turbulent natures

You have both become netball junkies
As well as excellent swimmers
Yet you are only nine and seven years old
As John Lennon said, “I can hardly wait to see you come of age,
but I guess we’ll both just have to be patient”

You are technically savvy
And leave me in the dust
What with your IPADS and computers
Compared to your luddite dad

Even though I barely see you
I bless you wherever you are
Your absence is a void
That nothing can fill
Countless cups of coffee attest to this
But when I see you
You are my highest high

You are shopaholics
And spend my money like it’s going out of fashion
But it’s worth it
For the smile on your faces

You’re such wise guys
But I can see right through you
You can see right through me too
And none of us can fool the other

I crave and pang for your attention
And sometimes feel hurt and disregarded
Yet we are three amigos
Blood on blood
A bond that’s unbreakable
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courses and some kids meals.
We ordered and waited and watched as other fellow travellers 

wandered in to   eat — families like us, couples, the odd single reading 
a book in the corner and chomping on home-made roast beef.

We were approximately half-way through our meal when our 
eldest son, Luke suddenly stood up and yelled over a quiet moment in 
the dining room :-

“Mum and Dad, can we watch you have a shower tonight?”
This caught not only us but most of the diners by complete 

surprise. Families went into immediate denial of what they just heard, 
the singles looked deeper into their books and the couples knowingly 
eyed each other as if to say “Now that is one of these modern families 
we have been reading about”.

“Now that is one of these modern 
families we have been reading about”

My wife let out a gasp, grabbed both the boys and rushed out of 
the restaurant.

I wasn’t far behind her.
We left the Gundagai Bates motel very early the next morning – 

not daring to linger or even attempt to have breakfast in that restaurant.
Luke took the rest of the morning on the road to Sydney to 

constantly tell us just how much he had enjoyed his first shower...
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Modern Parenting in
Gundagai          by Miles J.

Not long after our two boys started kindergarten we decided to take 
them on a road trip from Melbourne to Sydney.

If you stick to the speed limit it is about 12-13 hours to Sydney by 
road
 with a few stops along the way.

Fearing that would be too much driving in one day for our kids 
we decided to stop at a Gundagai motel for the night – then drive the 
remaining two hours into Sydney the following day.

After a long hot December day we arrived at our motel late in the 
afternoon. Both boys were hungry so we decided that as a treat we 
would eat in the motel’s restaurant which was very convenient for all 
and made sense as we were all exhausted.

This motel wasn’t unlike the famous Bates motel 
from Hitchcock’s “Psycho“ movie of the sixties.

My wife and I usually gave both boys 
a bath before dinner and it was somewhat 
disappointing to find our motel only had a 
shower. However, not to be outdone we 
decided to let the boys have their first ever 
shower – which they both enjoyed and we got 
them changed and headed off to dinner.

This motel wasn’t unlike the famous 
Bates motel from Hitchcock’s “Psycho” movie of 
the sixties. It had a drive-in office arrangement 
with a small restaurant off to one side of the 
office. We were the first ones through the door 
and took the centre table with our two boys. 
The menu was simple and offered a couple of 
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Then there are the moments of the journey I remember with pride.
A collaborative and understanding relationship with my former 

partner has given me many benefits. Access to my children has never 
been an issue. How fortunate am I? I have been able to watch them grow, 
develop and change from small kids to young teens week to
week, phone call to phone call, and photo to photo.

The death of my mother in 2010 who cherished them and loved 
them so much shook us all.

At her Eulogy, Aiden then aged 10, stood tall and proud in front of 
over 200 people and spoke the words he wanted to speak, the words 
he wanted others to hear about his beloved grandmother. She will never 
be forgotten by Aiden or Maddie. My mum would be honoured to learn 
Maddie cherishes her memory by carrying her name ‘Thelma’ with her 
everyday as her password to the world of technology.

In recent times, I watched proudly as they celebrated the end of their 
primary school days with their friends and teachers and I pondered at what 
journeys lay ahead for them both.

Then, of course there are moments of any journey you can never 
plan for.

In June 2012, a lump was found in Maddie’s neck and our world was 
not the same and will never be the same again. Various tests, scans and 
an operation were needed to confirm the worst – cancer of the thyroid. So 
rare in children, why Maddie I asked?

A further operation, follow-up treatment and now without a thyroid 
Maddie is on medication for life. However, she has faced the biggest crisis 
in her young time on earth with a courage 
that belies her years and one that makes her 
mother and me very proud.

There will no doubt be more special 
moments to make me smile, moments to 
make me proud and many more hard times to 
overcome as our journey continues.

My journey with Aiden and Maddie is an 
ongoing one and on each day of each week 
part of the next chapter of it begins.
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A Single Dad’s Journey          by Kevin K.
 

At age 47 I was a single dad with my son Aiden, aged 4 and my daughter 
Maddie about to turn 3.

Time has marched on so very quickly. We are 10 years into our 
journey and Aiden is now in Year 8 while Maddie started High School this 
year.

In our journey together there have been many steps along the way, 
with many special yet simple moments shared together. We have also 
dealt with grief and managed to overcome personal obstacles with a mix 
of courage, love and mutual support.

The good times of the journey involve many special moments I 
fondly remember which always make me smile.

In the early years the kids loved going to and exploring playgrounds, 
some were old, some were modern, some had huge slides, some 
meandering tracks within long forgotten quarries, each of them had their 
own unique scenery, sounds and special setting.

We found our way to old football grounds, no longer high fenced 
with twisted barbwire, instead now open welcome parkland. There we 
kicked the footy, threw a ball or Frisbee or just ran around. Sometimes we 
just explored the old grandstands and buildings still standing, taking in the 
history that lay within them.

We managed to walk or cycle historic rail trails together taking in the 
scenic surrounds. Often we ended up near neighbouring rivers or lakes 
where we just rested or played and enjoyed the contact we met, both 
human and animal.

Together we ventured in and around some of the State’s grandest 
and old historic buildings, enjoyed the heights of Eureka Tower, marvelled 
at displays of vintage cars, took in the magic of the Railway Museum and 
enjoyed the vast collections or exhibitions that are a big part of the State 
Library.

When the weather was warm, there was always time spent in the 
water, either walking, wading or splashing at the beach, playing in the 
pool or simply enjoying the many features and delights of adventure water 
parks. It was always relaxing with much laughter and plenty of fun.
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Alejandra and I met the mayor, it was really nice. We also saw 
some friends we have met along the way, chatted to them and had 
refreshments on the Friday evening.

On the Sunday we went to see a movie called “Zarafa” which was 
screening for the Human Rights and Arts festival at the ACMI theatre. 
It was nice to be around families and lots of nice people. It was a nice 
vibe, when we arrived we waited to be seated in the cinema. We chatted 
and watched all the crowd which was nice. There were inflatable giraffes 
in the opening. I suggested Alejandra if she wanted to get a photo with 
one of the giraffes and she was happy to. Then she took a photo of me 
holding Zarafa.

Alejandra asked if she could pray at the altar.

After we viewed the film there was a 
celebration of Buddha Day in Fed Square. An 
altar was set up and also there was incense 
burning, people praying, nice music playing, it 
was a beautiful ambience. Alejandra asked if 
she could pray at the altar. I said if you would 
like to, so then she went to kneel and pray for 
her great grandmother and my grandmother 
who was so special to me.
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Weekend Adventures with
my Daughter and Friend         by David A.

  
One weekend I had Alejandra on the 17th of May to the 19th of May.

It was an eventful start to the weekend as she and I came back 
from West Footscray where she attends school. We journeyed to the 
City for a breakdancing display and “DJ event” at a record shop in the 
subway in Flinders Street station. I myself have been to the shop and 
bought CDs and a jacket once before or browsed through the music 
selections.

When we arrived we looked through CDs and stuff. While we were 
there one of the staff asked if Alejandra would like to “DJ behind the 
decks”. So they placed a record on for her and she started to ‘scratch’. 
I was amazed how well she had done mixing the record playing and the 
‘scratching’.

I was pleased she was so happy and ‘scratching’ 
a record with other DJs watching her.

Also the guys were saying “she has talent”. I was pleased she was 
so happy and ‘scratching’ a record with other DJs watching her. After 
that we introduced ourselves and said thank you for the opportunity.

Then we set off for our next adventure. We went to Fitzroy Town 
Hall to a volunteer celebration (which I learnt 
about on the internet). The event included 
African dancers from Sudan and a welcome 
from elders of the Wurundjeri people. When we 
arrived there everyone was sitting and listening 
to announcements and watching volunteers 
receive their certificates and badges. And 
not long after, my name was called to go and 
receive a certificate of appreciation from the 
City of Yarra.
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a Dad at the age of 28, I was just in shock.
When my daughter was born, I guess that’s when life really 

changed for me and – as life went on – left me asking the questions at 
your grave: how did you get through that, how did you get through it all 
with the four of us kids facing the challenges of life that I am facing now, 
how much did you sacrifice as I now find myself sacrificing to provide 
for my kids.

When my daughter was born, I guess
that’s when life really changed for me

I now understand the feeling of building a chicken coop with my 
kids and seeing how the excitement in their faces makes me feel as 
they collect the eggs for me to cook for them.

I now know how it feels to work all day, come home and tend to 
the garden and how proud do I feel when watching the kids picking and 
eating the fruit of my labour as I watch and smile.

I now know how it feels to work all day, come home and tend 
to the garden and how proud do I feel when watching the kids 
picking and eating the fruit of my labour as I watch and smile.

To listen to my kids scream at the TV “my Dad’s BBQ rules”.
I now know how hard it is to shift the extra kilos that I have put on 

and can’t help but wonder how my kids view me, are they embarrassed 
to have me around and involved?

Dad, every day I wish you were here but it’s ok because all along 
you taught me a lot, how to create and nurture, how to be strong, how 
to be giving, how to show respect and most important for my kids how 
to be a Dad.

Dad        by Michael R.

When I was a child, I did not appreciate or understand because it was 
always about my world and growing up.

I never knew what I wanted, I was embarrassed about your 
weight, embarrassed about your abruptness, and I wished you were 
more involved in my life, but embarrassed to have you around.

It was as I became older I understood your abruptness was not 
your fault because you didn’t have much of an education and your 
English was what you learnt when you got off the boat (from Greece). 
When I was young I never considered how it was for you or how brave 
you were to start your life in a new country at the age of 17. I never 
realised how hard it was to battle weight gain.

When I was young I never considered how it was 
for you or how brave you were to start your life 
in a new country at the age of 17.

At 5 years old you let me help to build a chicken coop. I remember 
whining about having to change the chickens’ water every day and 
you telling me you like clean water every day, but I do remember how 

excited I was to fetch the fresh eggs so that you 
could cook them for me.

As the years went on, I never appreciated 
that you worked all day and would come home 
and tend to the garden every evening and I took 
it for granted that most of the year I could pick the 
firmest tomatoes and the crispiest cucumbers, 
but I remember the smile on your face when you 
would watch me pick a tomato and eat it like an 
apple and enjoy cucumbers like lolly sticks.

You taught me how to cook on a BBQ with 
coals – from chops to whole lamb on the spit.

I was so focused on my life and wants that 
when cancer took you suddenly from this world 
when you were 67, five months before I became 
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closer. We now compete in fun runs together including a 
yearly boy’s trip to Sydney for the City to Surf.

When you have a son of your own I think that you 
reflect on your upbringing; I have promised myself to 
never work away from home and to always put him first. 
Prior to having a child I was surfing 3-4 days per week, 
playing golf and going away for weekends constantly. 
Now to be completely honest I did continue to live this 
lifestyle over the first few months of my son’s life without 
too much concern. As he grew I quickly realised that I was 
never home long enough to have quality time with him and 
this made me think back to my childhood. Now my son 
is almost three and we do so much together it’s fantastic 
and I really look forward to the weekend to be able to 
spend one on one time together. My wife works Sunday 
afternoons as she is a nurse and I have named Sundays 
as Dad and Dude day, it’s the one day a week where we 
can do activities such as stand up paddle boarding, the 
zoo, local footy or just play at home on the property. He 
loves feeding the horses and having fun rides on the ride 
on mower.

Now my son is almost three and we do so 
much together it’s fantastic ... I have 
named Sundays as Dad and Dude day

I think I have a really good work-life balance at the 
moment and I still have time with my mates when I play 
cricket and go for the odd surf here and there but it never 
comes before Dad and Dude day because I know that he 
enjoys this day as much as I do. I hope that my son and I have a close 
relationship as he grows and we never have that distance between us 
that my father and I had for those few years. I am confident that the 
relationship my son and I have will continue to grow stronger as long 
as I make the opportunities for quality time with him and never forget 
my priorities. I would rather earn less money and alter the way I live to 
ensure we never lose our connection.

Time Matters            by Terry S.

My childhood was different to most kids, I played football and cricket 
for my local team and had many friends at school but there was always 
a difference between myself and the other boys. The difference was I 
had a Father who was a member of the Australian Defence Force. Dad 
would sometimes be serving overseas for up to 6-8 months at a time 
with letters our only form of contact. When I was a toddler I did not see 
this as an issue as I did not understand what Dad did and why he had 
to go, all I knew was one day he was there playing games with me and 
the next day I would have to wave goodbye until next time.

Dad made use of our limited time together 
by taking me camping or going sailing

Dad made use of our limited time together by taking me camping 
or going sailing and he was an active member in the football club I 
played for. I remember Dad delivering running training sessions for the 
football club and being there every weekend he could as the team’s 
runner. Whilst he was very active and always made sure he gave me 
his full attention when home, we always knew it would be short term. 
This became an issue for me as I got older and realised Dad would miss 
many of my goals, wickets and school successes.

Dad left the navy in 1998 when I was 14 which I was excited 
about as we would spend more time together or so I thought. When 
Dad got out he had to focus on building a new career to provide for us 
and was extremely busy working full time and studying at university full 
time. Being 14 I was at that age where I wanted to become independent 
and be with my mates. As the years went on I found it hard to have 
conversations with Dad as I felt we drifted apart during the ages of 15-
21 and as you would agree this is an age where a son needs guidance 
and direction from their father. I don’t blame Dad at all; as I said he was 
busy building a better life and I did not make much effort as all I cared 
about was sports and mates.

Through my twenties I went to university, got married and had a 
child and all of these things seemed to have brought me and my dad 
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Reflecting on the gift that I would most like to leave my son, I feel the 
most precious legacy is to support a strong sense of self-assurance 
about his place in the world, being able to make the contribution or live 
in the manner he chooses, and the confidence to live according to his 
preferences and values.

This self-reliance, sense of inner-strength ...
would I think give him the best opportunity to 
shape a purposeful life of his choosing.

This self-reliance, sense of inner-strength, being 
self-directed and able to discern the facts or truth, 
distinguish right and wrong, select from among the 
positive and constructive options, the wisdom to know 
when to keep his own counsel or rely on his own 
judgment and when to seek assistance or advice from 
others, would I think give him the best opportunity to 
shape a purposeful life of his choosing.

When my son considers, at each juncture, how 
best to live his life in a creative, positive and unselfish 
manner, to pursue what he most wants, in keeping 
with his values and sense of life direction, to follow his 
“North Star” and find the best pathway to happiness and 
fulfillment in his life, I hope that in some measure he 
will recognise this freedom as the gift it has been my 
constant endeavour to leave for him.

If you can shape a life to develop your many 
talents and do the best you can for others – altruism is, 
perhaps a little paradoxically, often the life course that is 
most personally rewarding – then yours will be the world 
and the many meaningful, pleasurable and worthwhile 
experiences in it my son. Love, Dad

Father to Son                            by Akiva Q.

I am deeply grateful to my father for the space and permission he always 
afforded me to express my own views, to make decisions about my life, 
and to be who I am or become what I want in the world.

We used to have family discussions, my Dad, my 
Mom and me – with my older brother and sister having 
already left home or simply not in the lounge room – about 
my plans, regarding study options or travel.

I was planning on going overseas to further my 
Jewish studies and learn Hebrew in Israel, then continue 
my university education in England. My Dad sat in his 
gold material-covered armchair in the lounge, near the 

pool window, with my Mom in her smaller blue armchair not far away, 
while I sat on the blue family couch, presenting the alternatives I was 
considering as clearly and precisely as I could.

The focus of the discussion was always on my choice, what I felt 
most passionate about doing, the course of study that would be most 
fulfilling, practical and productive for me to pursue.

He seemed to put his trust in my ability 
to discern and take responsibility for my 
personal direction in life.

My Dad’s constant refrain was “what do you want”, 
followed by the clear assurance that we could work out 
the details of how to make this happen. He seemed, from 
the advent of my young adult years, to put his trust in my 
ability to discern and take responsibility for my personal 
direction in life.

I will always be indebted to my Dad for providing 
unwaivering support to allow me to pursue, or at least 

explore the possibility of, exactly what I wanted to do. Thank you Dad.
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Travelling with Stones               by Dan L.

I am deeply grateful to my father for the space and 
permission he always I was born in Johannesburg, 
South Africa and my children were born in Melbourne, 
Australia.

In 2005, my Dad passed away in Melbourne and I 
did not see his past. I know he was from Lithuania, but 
that was about it. His younger brother from there too, 
passed away in 2008 in Johannesburg.

I decided in January of this year to take my children 
to see my past and the best way I could think of was to 
include my family who are no longer with us.

Rachel had her Batmitzvah last year and her 
present was to be a trip overseas for our family and for 
her. I called a family meeting including their Mum, my 
ex, and the agenda being I am taking them all to South 
Africa in January.

They looked at me a bit disinterested, I think 
because they knew nothing about what I was saying. I 
left it at that.

Kids, we are not going alone. We are taking Zaida 
(grandfather) with us. We are going to go visit his grave, 
take a stone from it and when we get to Johannesburg 
we are going to put it on his brother’s grave and take a 
stone from that one and return it to Melbourne. That way 
they will be united forever and they will come with us as 
well.

Besides that I am going to show you places that I 
went to when I was your age. We did exactly that.

We found Schneir’s grave in Johannesburg and 
I placed his brother’s stone on it with tears. Elliot and 
Rachel touched the headstone and at that moment we 
were one. My past was present and my children were 

there. I couldn’t believe my kids were here. Where had my life gone? It 
dawned on me that that was the wrong question. I was transferring my 
life’s past to them. It was so cool.

I just looked at them and they looked at me. I showed them the 
graves of my Mum’s Mum and my Dad’s Dad and Mum. I showed them 
Leonard’s, a friend I had not seen since age 13. He died at 13.

We brought back a stone from my Mum’s Mum’s grave and gave it 
to her. Her words were, “She is alone”. We did so too for my Dad’s Dad. 
I am looking at it now.

A few days later we went to Blyde River Canyon. There I found 
the exact rock I stood on when my Mum took all her kids there. A time 
she never forgot. Slip on that rock and that was certain death! Her kids 
were all over that rock.

I found the exact rock I stood on when 
my Mum took all her kids there.

Elliot asked if he could stand on it and as much as I wanted him 
to, I said no. I finally understood my Mum’s panic 40 years previous with 
my boy.  He didn’t and was peeved at me.

Mum had the time and experience of her life and I am glad she 
did.

What’s a journey to South Africa without visiting the Kruger 
National Park? Elliot loved that leopard and Rachel, well the monkeys 
just did it for her. A place beyond our wildest dreams!

I want to see an Albatross in flight over the Antarctic Ocean. Think 
I’ll talk to my kids about that.
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Tax Office, where he stayed until retirement, aged 61.
Both of my grandfathers fulfilled the traditional male role of the 

breadwinner, leaving the children (four in each case) to be raised by 
stay-at-home mothers. Money was tight in both families. My maternal 
grandparents never owned a car and all family holidays were taken by 
bus. Eating out meant a picnic or a barbecue; dining at a restaurant or 
going to the races was a rare adults-only special occasion event and 
not for children.

The upbringing I had was the typical middle-class Australian 
child’s experience of the late 1960s and 1970s and early 1980s. My 
parents stayed together, my three sisters and I attended the local 
government school and we had the opportunity and encouragement to 
attend University. My parents drove second hand cars and we never 
had holidays outside of Tasmania so we never thought of ourselves as 
rich but I never remember feeling in any way that I was missing out on 
anything.

I completed an economics degree, my sister Mary qualified as 
a teacher and my twin sisters each completed a Bachelor of Physical 
Education.

My world as a father is vastly different to what
my father and grandfathers experienced.

My father had a secure government job with flextime which meant 
he was an active facilitator (as driver of the car) in my pursuit of the 
various sports I was keen on. I loved kicking the football with my dad 
at the local oval. Although not a cricketer himself, and suffering with 
arthritis, Dad would bowl at me in the backyard until it was dark. Going 
fishing with my dad was another adventure for me that I loved. Dad did 
heaps of things with me, encouraged me and was a willing driver of 
the car to whatever event I was participating in or wanted to watch. My 
father is still alive today, aged 79, and we are in contact every week.

My world as a father is vastly different to what my father and 
grandfathers experienced. My two eldest children don’t live with me. I 

Three Generations                    by Ross C.

My paternal grandfather, Alfred, died shortly after the Second World 
War ended, sixteen years before I was born. Alfred and his two brothers 
fought in the First World War and landed at Gallipoli. One of Alfred’s 
brothers, Guy, died in the trenches of France.

In 1997 I visited the Australian National Memorial at Villers-
Bretonneux. We found Lance Corporal H.G (Guy) Clennett’s name on 
the Memorial wall. At that moment, looking out across the sunny and 
peaceful fields of Amiens, it was hard to comprehend the death and 
misery that had occurred on these same fields, many decades ago. I 
was struck with a profound sense of loss, not just for my own family but 
for thousands of families, whose husbands, sons and brothers left home 
to serve their country and never returned.

Being a father in the first half of the twentieth century is another 
world away from the experience of being a father early in the twenty first 
century.

Alfred worked the land in rural Tasmania and then he fought for 
his country on a continent on the other side of the world. He died at the 
relatively young age of 62, when my father was sixteen. My father made 
the transition from boy to man without his father by his side

My maternal grandfather, Alan, was born shortly before the First 
World War commenced. He was a young man during the depression 
of the 1930s. As a talented footballer he was able to support himself to 
some degree through his chosen sport. After his playing days ended he 
provided for his family, a wife and four children, as a shoe shop manager 
earning a semi-skilled wage. Alan, after an accident, experienced 
significant mental health issues and as a result spent a long period of 
time not working.

Through the sacrifices and examples of their respective families 
both my mother and my father were able to move up the socio-economic 
ladder. My mother trained as a physical education teacher and taught in 
a couple of Hobart high schools. My father went to night school to gain 
his accounting qualification, eventually landing a job with the Australian 
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Recollections of my Father   by Graham J.

This year’s Anzac Day I attended the local Dawn Service and it was 
a time to think back to the contributions that my father made to my 
upbringing.

Dad grew up on a small soldiers’ settlement dairy farm at Ventnor 
on Phillip Island. The farm was not big enough for my grandfather to 
make a fortune but the farm life was healthy. Later Dad moved to the 
city where he worked as an apprentice panel beater. In World War II 
Dad was assigned to engineers and sailed for Singapore in 1942, just 
as the Japanese captured the island.

Dad’s work in Changi prison was to care for trucks and make tin 
legs for the soldiers who had lost their legs. Some time into his three 
year stay he heard of troops leaving the prison to work on a project 
for the Japanese. Dad volunteered not knowing how deadly the Burma 
Railway was. Sir “Weary” Dunlop, leader of the Australian contingent, 
refused the transfer because Dad’s work at the prison was considered 
important. That decision would have saved his life.

Sir “Weary” Dunlop refused the transfer because
Dad’s work at the prison was considered important.

After the war Dad married and I was born. We moved to a large 
block in Murrumbeena when I was six. Dad seemed to be always working 
but was always in the background to give support to any ventures or 
misadventures. He encouraged me to join the cubs which continued on 
to the scouts. The scouts reinforced the bush style innovation, optimism 
and “having a go” that characterized Dad’s generation.

Life in the 1950’s was tough and by the age of eleven I took on 
selling newspapers to enable me to buy things for my hobbies without 
asking for money. I can recall Dad opening the mail one night after 
work. The first letter was a bill from the dentist for treatment for his four 
children. It took his breath away. The next letter contained the regular 
cheque for compensation for ex-prisoners of war. That cheque covered 

see them every other weekend. I am self-employed. 
I work predominantly from home. I travel interstate 
once or twice a month for work. I have no job security 
in the traditional sense but together with a full-time 
working wife who has a professional job, we earn 
enough to afford a large comfortable house, private 
school fees and regular overseas holidays. I schedule 
my week so that I ride with my youngest son, James, 
to his school and back, every Monday and Tuesday 
and I cook a large majority of the family meals. 

I have never been a soldier fighting a war. I 
have never experienced anything even close to the 
Great Depression. I have never had a mental illness 
or a major physical affliction or injury.

I have experienced separation and divorce. 
I have experienced living in a home without my 
children living with me a significant majority of the 
time. I have experienced what I would call distant, 
disconnected and sometimes helpless parenting as 
a father.

Uncertainty, stress and grief come in many 
forms.

As men and fathers, my grandfathers, my 
father and I have all experienced these emotions at 
various times in our life.

Although physically and materially it is easy to 
differentiate the lives of the past three generations of 
men in my family, emotionally it is not.

The social freedom and community empathy 
I have to express myself as a father is one that 
enhances my experience and understanding of 
fatherhood. Neither my father nor my grandfathers 
had that same opportunity.

I wonder how different fatherhood would have 
been for each of them, if they had.

Generations
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By my Father’s Bedside           by Tony G.

We came in slowly, with some bravado, with some humour, but with much 
worry underneath. Perhaps reflecting a family trait - when situations are 
tense, find something to laugh about. A wonderful trait but one that may 
also border on that much maligned strategy of avoidance …

But whatever strategy we may use, here was something we could 
not avoid. There he is, in a hospital bed, awaiting open heart surgery. 
His bed is shared with tubes and white patches and machines that make 
a continuous, uncomfortable noise. It’s odd in some ways that such 
machines can be at the same time comforting but also so disconcerting 
... blood pressure readings, heartbeat rhythm ... biip... biip … biip… 
Someone bumps the bed and the biipping stops ... we all suddenly look 
at dad and his eyes are closed ... oh shit … then he opens them with a 
flourish and laughs… “gotcha” … and the family all laugh with him and 
we feel quite safe and normal again.

But underneath the facade my father looks frail. In the space 
between biip’s ... “the space of the non- living”, I announce and everyone 
stares at me ... he’d make a comment or two and we would lightheartedly 
respond. But when the silence would again descend and you could only 
hear the machines, he looked frail … and anxious. In some ways I think 
this is odd ... this is not the man that I know, this is not my father ... this 
frailty just does not belong … and I sort of feel uncomfortable looking 
in on his vulnerability. This is a state that threatens something for me ... 
and while I wasn’t really sure what that was, I couldn’t wait to leave the 
place.

And what was even more perplexing was that it didn’t seem to me 
to be his mortality that concerned me. Death I had faced before and, I 
think, accepted in some way ... no, it wasn’t about mortality. On further 
reflection, it seemed to me that it was his frailty, his vulnerability, his 
anxiety, and his fear that I found so hard to come to terms with. It was 
like seeing him emotionally naked ... no bravado, no lightheartedness, 
no jokes … this was raw, this was the fragility of living on show, this 
was my father’s frailness and something that, at least to me, seemed 
so foreign to him, or at least my picture of him, and therefore to the 

the dentist bill. The relief on Dad’s face was an enormous lesson to me 
in caring for finances and saving for unexpected events.

The scouts reinforced the bush style innovation, 
optimism and “having a go” that characterized 
Dad’s generation.

Dad continued with volunteer work at 
the scouts and helped the senior scouts and 
Rovers to restore a pre-war bus as a mobile 
camping vehicle. He accompanied them on 
the bus on its first trip to Adelaide. He then flew 
home and the bus continued on to Perth and 
returned.

When I reached the age to own a car Dad 
helped me to restore an old car and refurbish 
the motor. He left me to make my own mistakes 
but was always available to tow me home after 
a mishap.

Looking back it is easy to see that Dad, 
like many in the war did not talk about those 
times. He did not want to be a leader but could 
always be counted on to be working in the 
background to make things run smoothly. This 
is the example that I grew up with and have 
followed. My reflections on Anzac Day help 
me to understand myself and how my father’s 
example has influenced me far more than 
could be imagined.
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Hope   by  Bruce S.

How many children do you have?
Seems a simple enough question to answer, just look over to the 

playground, check the heads, make sure no one is missing and provide 
the answer.

Unfortunately for many Dads like me, the solution isn’t that simple. 
Depending on who asks the question I will either answer one or two. If 
you ask one of my daughters she will say two. Unfortunately you can’t 
ask my other daughter as she is no longer with us.

The loss of a child is a tragedy that no father should have to go 
through.

My second daughter was born very premature and despite the 
best efforts of the medical team passed away a few days later; the 
confusion, emptiness and self-blame spiralled out of control. How could 
I let this happen? What could I have done better, what is expected of 
me now? Can’t grieve, the wife needs support. Have to be strong so my 
other daughter isn’t affected. Forget oneself; that can come later, too 
much to deal with.

And then, just before things imploded in a rather messy fashion, 
SIDS and Kids stretched out a helping hand. They provided support and 
someone who had been through a similar situation shared their story. 
Their counsellors showed me that I wasn’t alone and didn’t have to face 
the loss of my second daughter alone.

Just like asking for directions, my insistence to do it all myself 
almost got in the way of the help I desperately needed to cope with that 
life changing situation. If things seem out of control, find someone to 
talk to (professional or otherwise) and your life should slowly get back 
on track.

My daughter’s middle name was Hope. Initially for the wish we 
had for her to survive, eventually for the realisation that no matter what, 
there is always hope out of any situation.
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relationship that I knew.
And in looking back, I realised that I had only seen something akin 

to this in my father once before, and that was 40 years ago when his 
wife, my 
mother, died suddenly. I remember that I never saw him cry, never 
openly grieving, at least not in front of me – but even in a young person’s 
egocentric world, I knew he was really struggling. But back then I also 
had my own grief to deal with and, as a family, we didn’t mourn this loss 
together but looked at our own needs separately, singularly, and in a 
way that probably left us all somewhat emotionally disjointed.

But this time was also quite different. Looking now at my father in 
his white hospital gown, slowly getting up from his bed to pee, I saw him 
in such a different way. Much had changed in the intervening 40 years 
… much had changed him ... and me. He was older now, as of course 
was I, and in the intervening time, issues of life and death and grief and 
emotional vulnerability had taken on such different meanings.

But strangely, I think now that that was the rub 
for me. In this hospital ward our relationship was 
changing. And while this appeared to be an easy 
transition for him, it was totally new territory and 
quite disconcerting for me. But these circumstances 
were forcing me to the recognition that my father 
was fully human and, like us all, subject to the 
whole range of human emotionality and frailty. And 
in that recognition, that simple, but for me, deeper 
understanding, I realised I was now seeing my father 
in a new and different light and reviewing the whole of 
our relationship through this different lens. This was 
very powerful for me and, from that time, something 
that I have continued to explore.

And his final anxiety before he went in to 
the operating theatre ... that he may miss seeing 
Collingwood’s next premiership! With all of my 
newfound thoughts and understandings, it was still 
very reassuring that some things hadn’t changed …

Loss & Hope
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upon it. In that moment I was full with love, I felt love as a force and it 
changed the shape of who I am.

Asleep and struggling for submersion
The only light a digital blinking

Nothing to hold but a fist
Full of lies and a lover to kiss

The deep and abiding grief I feel from losing my son is the 
counterpoint to the immersion in love I experienced when he was born. I 
recall sitting in the mediator’s room as the mothers informed my partner 
and I that we could no longer look after our son two days a week, that 
they were taking 100% control as ‘parents’ and breaking our agreement 
to raise a family in a multi-parent arrangement. Our son was 10 months 
old at the time.

‘You can have one four hour visit a week’, she said.
‘Do you really want to do this, do you really want to go down this 

path?’ I asked.
They did and they have. We spent weeks in court, ended up with 

access every three weeks and no parental status. Oh and permission 
for them to relocate overseas - indefinitely. They’ve been gone for quite 
some time now.

This outcome was determined as the law only recognises two 
people as legal parents, the biological mother and her partner, so even 
though I’m his biological father and we had a gentlemen’s agreement to 
parent together – I am not nor is my partner on his birth certificate nor 
do we have any say in his life. But in the end none of this really matters 
because we are his Dads and we love him.

A plague on truth and a pyre waiting
Have you seen our son?

Getting over grief. Falling in love - inadequate, inaccurate phrases. 
The grief, like an invisible caul settles onto your skin, a fine network of 

Baby E            by Michael W.  

Have you seen him?
We wake in the night with the wind
Howling mercy, gold in the morning

Sun falls, falls, falling

Three years later and I am still struggling, we’re both struggling, my 
partner and I in our different ways. With each new day emotions surface 
and roil, grief mixes with love and anxiety meets anger.

My son was lost to us after an informal multi-parent agreement 
ended and the matter was decided in court.

What right do gay men and lesbians have to raise children together? 
The morally rigid and fervent chant from the sidelines: ‘unholy, unnatural, 
unwelcomed’. A quarter of us are having kids, growing families, often in 
multiple parent arrangements, dealing with discrimination and hate and 
trying our best to mitigate lateral violence within our own communities. 
Sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn’t but the fall-out is always 
us; our relationships; our families.

The moment I held my son, skin-to-skin, when he was one hour 
old was profound. The ice that had grown over my heart, ice I was 
unaware of, began melting. It was such a gentle life-altering moment. 
Sometimes I wonder how many tears I have inside me, the reservoir 
seems endless, but then the reasons for compassion or honouring pain 
are endless.

That moment he looked at me, into me, held my soul and weighed 
it, looked into his future with me and judged, lifted me forcefully and 
exuberantly, I felt buoyant with hope. Love rolled into my life as a king 
tide and rather then being submerged I floated, skimming along the tops 
of the waves.

I broke my mobile phone texting the world that he’d arrived and 
that he was beautiful and wise and equipped with everything he would 
need to see him right in this life. This moment is one of my most precious, 
so markedly beautiful that it makes me smile and cry every time I touch 
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Willem                     by  David B.

Our second birth seemed to go to plan. By the time I had parked and 
returned to the hospital, Willem was entering the world, quickly but 
normally. A breeze after the first and my plans quickly turned to the future 
– getting on with our busy and straightforward life. In a few short hours 
our world was turned upside down. This couldn’t be happening to us; 
shock for everyone, family and friends alike. Willem we were told most 
likely had Down syndrome. This wasn’t for me I quickly decided, this is 
the sort of thing that happened to other people. Disability 
was another world away. This would ruin things. I wanted 
Willem to go away. The impact would be too great. Days 
later I am informed over the phone what the medicos 
knew instantly no doubt. Faith and hope deserted me.

Five years later, I have a boy in my life that I love, 
that causes warmth deep inside me, a boy that I am 
proud of. I want to protect this little fellow and see him 
grow and prosper. It was a hard road to this point and 
a hard road ahead. What has happened in between to 
get me to this better place is inspiration and dedicated 
love from his mother – unwavering from day one. Abi 
was a loyal advocate of Will’s from day one; intense 
friendship and commitment from those close to us. And 
a new wave of support: wonderful families that travel this 
road – sharing, caring and reaching out. I now know what 
real community and humanity feels like, at a time when it 
was most needed. If it had not been for Abi I would have 
retreated.

I smile when neighbours and strangers greet 
Willem as just a wonderful little boy – they have taught 
me a lesson in acceptance that I needed. I still get angry, 
upset, confused and exhausted but Willem I am in your 
corner. Each night I put this little boy to bed. We read 
books, invariably the Wiggles, then turn the light out. He 
sinks into me and every night I melt inside. We will keep 
punching on together.

pulsating energy, anchored by a thousand miniature hooks, attached 
to the sclera of your eyes, the flesh of your stomach, backs of your 
calves and gradually it tightens pulling itself into your skin and beneath 
it, settling into your body, adding another layer of life.

Losing your child, in whatever manner, produces a kind of 
madness where you are caught in a maelstrom of heart-keening and 
nothing can stop the pain. Not getting trashed, not running until you can 
no longer run, not working through to midnight, not endlessly talking to 
friends and family, re-bruising the story over and again. Day after week 
after month after year the keening grows fainter, the anger abates, the 
anxiety subsides and the crying stops.

Except I didn’t lose my son, didn’t misplace him, didn’t accidentally 
forget him when I left the supermarket. A kin, my kin, my son, my virtual 
Skype son, my screen son, he sparkles on the edge of recall, a pixilation, 
real as an approximation, there, fixed, he smiles at me from my screen 
saver at work, laughs with my partner from the screen of my mobile 
phone, runs laughing through the photo albums on Facebook, flicks and 
fades, appears and dissolves on my parents digital photo album. My 
virtual son, I am your virtual father.

This is how we now conduct our relationship, how we express our 
love, how we learn about each other, in 30 minute allocations once a 
week via Skype. It is the moments between these virtual pit stops where 
the tussle for meaning takes place.

A wise friend once said, love is irreducible. In the heady days of 
court when all I could do was try to breathe, try to claw my way out of 
the tunnel of stress I found myself in, I did not appreciate the life-long 
lesson inherent in this simple statement. We remain our son’s legacy, 
his birthright is to know each of us, all four of us who dreamt him into 
being.

Like a kite tangled high in a rainbow
You float beyond reach and sight

We climb the branches of a Banyan
And shout, we are waiting, we are waiting
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Realising the Hope
we Hold               by  Dean M.

Estranged from my three children after a difficult divorce, my 
mind is at risk of venturing into dark places. The risk never goes 
away but it can be managed well, especially with the help of some 
positive self-examination.

Like many others, I grew up being close to one side of the 
family and not knowing the other. We enjoyed lively and close 
relationships with all my mother’s side of the family while never 
seeing or, in some cases, not even meeting the relatives on my 
father’s side. It always struck me as odd to be so close to some 

first cousins while not even knowing what others looked like. Ironically, 
t h e cousins I rarely or never met were living much nearer to us than 
t h e relations we enjoyed strong bonds with. I often mused at the odd 

possibility of sitting next to my first cousin on a train or a bus and 
both of us being oblivious to all the immediate family history and 
stories we shared.

This was not a topic my Dad enjoyed me raising. I was 
probably 10 or 11 when I first attempted it and his firm response 
was “I’ll tell you when you are older”. By the time I was 45 or so, 
thinking it might be time, he simply replied “no real reason, its just 

the way it was”. We had a strong and trusting relationship and I was 
happy to accept that as ok, if I needed to know more he would have 
told me.

Now, as a divorced parent, the topic of 
’estrangement’ cuts closer to the bone.

Now, as a divorced parent, the topic of ’estrangement’ cuts 
closer to the bone. My own children don’t communicate with me, so I 
wonder how that topic will play out when their children come into the 
world and start asking awkward questions. And if I do get to meet my 

grandchildren, how will I explain these difficulties to them if and when 
they ask? Now this is the sort of stuff that sends my brain into over-
drive…what the hell…are we on some sort of evolutionary spiraling 
roller-coaster here where each subsequent generation is becoming 
more and more fractured, less connected than the previous one, only 
to be thrust back into wholesome-family-nirvana at some point on the 
up-bend, in decades or centuries ahead?

But the future is the future, what matters most to me and everyone 
around me now is how well I, and we, can make the most of what we do 
have. This is not to stop wanting what we genuinely want of the future, 
but it is to put a stop to the false hope and to tune into the hope that is 
real. It is also not to suspend expectation of others, to carelessly put 
up with bad behavior, or to even rule out miracles from being possible. 
Really focusing on ‘making the most of what we do have’ brings a 
different thinking to what the future might bring.

what matters most to me and everyone around 
me now is how well I, and we, can make the 
most of what we do have

Now I am happily re-married and with my wife share a new 
business dream that is full of hope. It is perilously empty of capital 
funding, but it is richly endowed with a real hope that clearly serves 
as a beacon to guide us. We are confident the capital will 
surface, but we have no idea where from. In the meantime 
we have a bundle of tasks to attend to, people to talk to, 
and serious matters to learn. Each step of the way we 
are listening and looking, sensitive to what strengthens 
or weakens the realisation of the dream, and the dream 
itself. It is almost like a seed planted in us, not something we 
have chosen. Yet we are choosing to follow it, to nurture it, 
and our lives are becoming more enriched as a result. When 
and, ok, maybe ‘if’ the capital appears, it will come from an 
unexpected source but one that we would not have found if 
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Stitches in Time,
Threads of Trust        by  Dean Mason

While sorting and clearing an elderly aunt’s house 
recently I found a souvenir my Great Uncle Tom had 
sent from Egypt in 1916, just after serving in Gallipoli 
during WWI. He never spoke of his experience there but 
he expressed a moving sentiment in this ‘silk postcard’, 
a large beautiful cloth hand-embroidered with the words 
‘Remember me until we meet again’.

Only 12 months before he purchased this postcard 
Uncle Tom was living and working with his parents and 
two brothers as a young sheep farmer near Ballarat. Here 
he was born and raised in a close farming community 

interwoven with his large extended family. As the eldest of the male 
line he possibly felt compelled to volunteer 
and serve the Mother Country from where so 
much of his own family’s good fortune had 
come. Perhaps Billy Hughes’ speech reported 
as ‘We Want More Men’ of January 1915 also 
roused in him a desire to sign up in April of that 
year. Whatever his motivation was, it was an 
action that made reasonable sense, an action 
in service to – and supported by – the family 
and community that had formed him into the man he had become.

After surviving the hardship of Gallipoli and while on his way to 
face action in France, selecting the words ‘until we meet again’ suggests 
a nod to the eternal, an acknowledgement that meeting again in this 
life-time just may not happen. Having grown up within a safe and 
secure environment perhaps his trust was now needing to be placed 
in something new, something beyond what he had always thought he 
could rely on for survival.

The cloth’s vertical threads are still intact but quite a few of the 

we were not tuning into the hope that is real now. If we blindly ‘hope’ for 
the capital we need, it would probably not appear or, if it did, we would 
possibly not recognise it because our thinking would be guided in a 
different way. The old adage “we make our own luck” rings true.

The hope I hold for this new business is closely connected to 
the hope that I held for the several businesses I have managed, for 
community organisations I have become committed to, and for other 
adventures I have enjoyed in my life. Most importantly, this hope is 
deeply connected to that hope I also held when I first got married, and 
that I felt being turbo-charged each time one of our three children was 
born. The more I reflect on these things, the more I see that every one 
of these hopes is still well and truly alive.

The more I reflect on these things, the 
more I see that every one of these hopes 
is still well and truly alive.

The nature of this hope is part of my life story, it is always there. 
Yes, one or two ventures have gone awry and so may others in the 
future. But, in a sense, there can be no ‘wrong’, there can only be more 
discovery of how to realise the hope I hold and more insight into the 
‘hope’ I don’t.

If you are experiencing any form of loneliness in your own family 
situation – and we know this is not just a function of the 
number of people you are around, but also the quality of 
the connection you feel – then I strongly encourage you 
to take time to reflect on the hope that you hold. Every 
living being holds hope inside them in some shape or 
form, and so do you. The more we tap into the hope-
story inside of us, the more we can feel positive about the 
future and we can positively engage with the actions that 
‘the best future possible’ requires of us.
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horizontal threads have disintegrated. Seeing the loosened threads 
pulled at my emotional heart-strings; nearly 100 years of natural attrition 
had weakened but not obliterated this precious handiwork and its message.

Uncle Tom was fortunate to survive several major battles on the 
Western Front to return home in early 1919, more or less in one piece. 
Over the years since then, our extended family – like most others – has 
dispersed widely and become much less intact. The many descendants 
from the two Mason brothers who arrived here in the 1850s are now largely 
unknown to us, in our particular line, just like the horizontal threads of the 
silk.

As a volunteer for Dads In Distress Support Services (DIDSS) it 
continually amazes me how little we support those in our community who 
are experiencing real hardship. In the area of family break-ups, fathers 
are expected to ‘get on with it’ while mothers are expected to be given 
support by a formula. If you are a mother who does not have contact with 
her children, then we are just not sure what to expect and, I believe, they 
suffer an even greater hardship as a result.

Many agencies are doing an extraordinary job catering to these and 
other real needs but they can never do enough, nor can they keep up with 
the demand. Every

individual who has experienced a separation or a divorce is, in many 
ways, a symptom of something deeper going on, something that is perhaps 
first felt in this type of disintegration of our own family of origin.

In Daddy’s OK, published in 2012, I recounted the stories of 14 men 
and their experiences of separation, divorce and rebuilding. All of these men 
eventually arrived at a place where they were, to some degree, grateful for 
the experience. They all expressed a sense of living life better now and 
of having learnt more about themselves and the workings of the world; a 
result of their own rebuilding after the loss of a relationship that was once 
precious.

When providing support or guidance to someone in the thick of a 
family breakup, like in other traumatic experiences, one of the worst things 
we might say upfront is, ‘don’t worry mate, you’ll get through it and one day 
you may even feel better for it.’ Instead, what we know people really benefit 
from is receiving respectful attention, knowing that they are being listened 

to and not judged for what they are feeling, just respected and accepted as 
they are in that moment in time.

This is the basis of the sharing circle in the DIDSS meeting format, 
and it is one that seems to have been around for as long as humans have 
been conscious. At DadsLink gatherings the same principle is at work. 
The format is less formal but the principle is the same; if you allow each 
person to speak uninterrupted and with minimal facilitation, wisdom and 
big-hearted fellowship will naturally flourish.

When fellowship of this nature is born people begin to trust, and to 
allow themselves to be trusted, in ways they have either not experienced 
before or have long forgotten.

When the umbilical cord is cut at birth we are launched into a space 
where it is the strength, or otherwise, of the trust-network surrounding us 
that keeps us afloat. If our parents are close, then we are more secure. If 
our parents are close to their parents and to their extended families, then 
we might enjoy another level of security and stability. Unfortunately, the 
reverse can also be true, there may be greater risks latent within these 
family relationships due to what truths lie unspoken. And, as Uncle Tom 
discovered, life can have its own way of throwing us into perilous situations 
not necessarily of our own or of our family’s doing.

The men in Daddy’s OK all gave testimony to the truth awakened 
when given the opportunity to share their inner experience with others in 
a trusted space. The truth we each know deep in our hearts is one that 
resonates easily with others and, when shared, often makes everyone 
participating feel lighter as a result. When we then begin walking – and 
behaving – individually and collectively in the way of that truth we are, in 
effect, sewing new threads of trust.

No matter how frayed the ties of conventional ‘family’ relationships 
might become it is my hope, and I’m sure the hope of all who work in 
community organisations serving people in any type of need, that threads 
like these will grow strongly and broadly to sustain and protect the families 
of our children and grandchildren for many generations to come. I’m also 
sure that every soldier who has ever served their country would want 
nothing more than for peace of this kind to be sewn from their efforts.

Dean Mason, Author, Daddy’s OK
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DadsLink Camps:
Connecting Dads & Kids    by Akiva Quinn

On Thursday night when I went to do my teeth, I discovered that the 
toothpaste had already been packed for camp by my son. No clearer 

indication that – after weeks of preparation – the time 
was now almost upon us for another Dads and Kids 
adventure camp, this very weekend.

Arriving at the YMCA campsite is always exciting, 
particularly the prospect of spending time with friends 

we already know and those we are meeting for the first 
time.

Following a tasty camp dinner of pasta, 
bolognaise and veggie sauce on the Friday night we 

had an all-in soccer game on the sports oval. We then gathered in the 
dining room to play board games together as a newly formed community 
of fathers and children.

This visit was our third DadsLink camp at the Phillip Island Coastal 
Discovery Camp. Along with many others, my son had his first surf 
lessons here during our 2009 and 2011 camps.

Along with many others, my son had his 
first surf lessons at the Phillip Island 
Coastal Discovery Camp

Sharing a weekend of outdoor adventures, 
such as the beach carnival, bike riding, archery and 
team challenges, while engaging with other Dads and 
Kids is a key part of the DadsLink program.

Our 2013 adventure camp was the 12th one that 
I organized as DadsLink coordinator and I believe there 
i s something truly precious, deeply valuable in terms of 

family and inter-family relationships, about each such 

gathering of Dads and Kids.
Activities range from canoeing and geo-cache orienteering to the 

giant swing, ropes courses and vertical climbs plus wildlife encounters 
at different YMCA campsites. Add in the indoor games and trivia nights 
for a weekend of adventure, new experiences and opportunities for 
personal connection.

We’ve had families who originated from around Australia, 
Argentina, China, Greece, Ireland, South Africa, Russia, Poland and 
Tanzania, among other places, attend and enjoy connecting on camp.

Our first ever DadsLink camp began with a ferry ride to French 
Island – an adventure in itself. After this we travelled by bus to the McLeod 
Eco Farm where we stayed in the officers’ quarters and explored the old 
jail cells. We toured the bio-dynamic farm, organized treasure hunts, 
played outdoors, hiked around, saw koalas on the island and cooked 
together in the communal kitchen.

Our first ever DadsLink camp began with 
a ferry ride to French Island – an 
adventure in itself.

On each DadsLink camp we meet at the start of the weekend as 
individual families keen to spend time together and leave as a community 
of fathers and kids keen to support and learn from each other.

Akiva Quinn, DadsLink Coordinator
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Some Thoughts
About Fathers                      by Tony Gee

I sat down to write this as a personal reflection about fathers, but as 
I began, I realised that my ‘personal’ was heavily influenced by so 
many others; by friends and colleagues, and many men that I have 
shared time with in counselling and in groups and also by a number 
of different authors. So my personal thoughts became a bit more of a 
collective, and as there is not space to share all of these reflections, I 
thought I would simply select some that I hope will resonate with those 
who read this book.

Overall, it’s pretty clear that the role of the Western world father 
has gone through enormous change in our recent history, change that 
has been part of the changing nature of our society, especially reflected 
in intimate relationships and family life. While in general, it seems that 
these changes have helped women become clearer of their roles and 
the possibilities and options that have opened (and perhaps this was 
because so many options and possibilities had been closed for so long). 
But in comparison men, in general, seem to have become somewhat 
more displaced and uncertain. I think this is reflected most clearly in 
separation and divorce where many men have found themselves lost 
in a sea of emotional turmoil, lawyers, child support and restricted 
parenting where unfortunately the old homemaker-breadwinner division 
appears to not only be fully reinforced, but also enforced. And we find 
much support for this argument because, as a group, men are at risk. 
In fact one of the recognised risk factors for suicide, that litmus test 
of a community’s wellbeing, is simply being male. And as a group, 
separated fathers are at an even higher risk. An Australian study found 
that rates of suicide for separated men were six times higher (compared 
to married men), and greater in the younger aged groups. Separated 
female suicide rates were not significantly elevated. And behind these 
concerning figures, the levels of depression, illness and other dis-ease 
that are not reported can only be guessed.

Having said all of that, it is hopeful that many men are finding new 
voice. I think they/we are also learning that we need to talk to each other 
and find/join community. And that this needs to be achieved in positive 
and meaningful and nonaggressive ways. Most men I talk to have no 
wish to go back to authoritarian family structures (that many grew up in) 
but instead work towards democratic and shared notions of providing 
as well as parenting. Most of the men I talk to privilege their family and 
children above all else. Despite much of the continued ‘adverse press’, 
these are good men, good fathers and they wish to build a much better 
world for their children. 

good fathers ... wish to build a much 
better world for their children

And fathers are crucial to the lives and wellbeing of their children. 
They are so important that Blankenhorn in Fatherless America argues 
that ‘fatherlessness’ (around 40% of children in the US do not live 
with their father) as the most critical social problem today. He states: 
”Fatherlessness is the most harmful demographic trend of this 
generation. It is the leading cause of declining child wellbeing in our 
society. It is also the engine driving our most urgent social problems, 
from crime to adolescent pregnancy to child sexual abuse to domestic 
violence against women. Yet despite its scale and social consequences, 
fatherlessness, is a problem that is frequently ignored or denied.” He 
goes on to write over two hundred very well researched pages to support 
his argument.

On another trajectory, that of child development, Michael Lamb in 
The Role of the Father in Child Development writes: ”… paternal warmth, 
nurturance and closeness are associated with positive child outcomes 
whether the parent or adult involved is a mother or a father”. In the same 
volume, Biller and Kimpton also state: “Children who experience positive 
father involvement are likely to develop their personal resources and 
social competence…. Effective fathering increases a child’s chances 
of developing a positive body image, self-esteem, moral strength, and 
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intellectual and social competence”.
And a further thought from Gottman in The Heart of Parenting. 

He states: “The research my colleagues and I have done lends support 
to the conviction that children do indeed need fathers. But our work 
also offers this important distinction. Not just any dad will do. Children’s 
lives are generally enhanced by fathers who are emotionally present, 
validating, able to offer comfort in times of distress. By the same token 
children can be deeply harmed by fathers who are abusive, highly 
critical, humiliating, or emotionally cold”.

“Fatherhood is ... the greatest joy and 
the greatest expression of love of which 
the human male is capable.”

So fathering and the role of fathers is essential for our children 
and for building or enhancing a positive social world. In thinking of our 
own fathering, and how we father and the reflections of many of the 
stories here, I am reminded of a wonderful book by Jeffrey Masson, who 
deconstructs the myth of the non-nurturing, non-involved, non-parenting 
male species. In The Emperor’s Embrace - fatherhood in evolution he 
notes that bears, lions, male elephants and Hanuman langurs make 
poor fathers, but penguins, mallee fowl, wolves and foxes, beavers, 
seahorses, marmosets, tamarins, prairie dogs and tropical frogs are 
good fathers. He concludes, not unlike Gottman above, that in nature, not 
all fathers or fathering is alike. However he states that for good fathers; 
“parenting is a profound all-encompassing experience, something that 
involves his whole being, and not just a surrogate activity to replace 
‘real’ life. These animals demonstrate the fact that for some species 
there is nothing, after all, that could be more real than being a father. 
Fatherhood is not a state that one comes in and out of; we do not get 
through and then get over fatherhood. It is, on the contrary, the greatest 
joy and the greatest expression of love of which the human male is 
capable.”

Tony Gee, DadsLink Co-facilitator (Life Is… Foundation)



YMCA Victoria is a not-for-profit community organisation 
which build strong people, families and communities 
through health, fitness and other programs.
03 9403 5000
www.victoria.ymca.org.au

Life Is… Foundation is a not-for-profit community 
organisation dedicated to well-being and harm prevention 
in our community, particularly among young people.
03 9077 8668
www.lifeis.org.au

Relationships Australia Victoria provides relationship support, 
counselling and educational programs – with a range of services and 
courses for men/fathers.
1300 364 277        
www.relationshipsvictoria.com.au


